LIFTING ANY CHALLENGE
Operating in the world of heavy lifting often means overcoming challenges and taking responsibility. Roll-Lift utilizes
extensive knowledge gained from years of experience lifting
and transporting heavy, oversized cargo to provide safe,
practical and cost efficient solutions to the needs of our
clients. Working with Roll-Lift means we alleviate your concerns. We have the in-house ability to review all available
options and provide a fully comprehensive ‘Factory to Foundation’ solution. Our wide range of equipment enables us to
complete the most demanding heavy lifting and specialist
transport projects. With our experienced team of operators,
supervisors and engineers we operate specialist cranes and
handle load-in and load-out operations with highly
manoeuvrable equipment. We undertake every project from
concept to completion, and have the ability to prepare fully

comprehensive route studies incorporating full knowledge
of local and international regulations. Combined with the
services of our associated company RollDock, we have the
ability to provide integrated or stand-alone marine transportation services.
STATE-OF-THE-ART
Every lifting, transport and installation project has unique
characteristics. State-of-the-art equipment and experience-backed knowledge are required in order to undertake
projects safely, successfully, on time and without damage or
incidents. Roll-Lift utilizes its own modern equipment fleet
to ensure efficient operations. Our fleet consists of crawler
and telescopic cranes, SPMT’s, conventional trailers, jacking
and skidding equipment and gantries.

WE KNOW HOW
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ROLL-LIFT, PART OF ROLL GROUP

Roll Group offers a total solution to the transportation and
lifting of heavy cargo. Operating under one name, the abilities of RollDock and Roll-Lift are strengthened. Our land/
sea combination enables us to offer a complete ‘Factory to
Foundation’ solution. With an innovative and diverse asset
base coupled with our flexibility, Roll Group takes care of the
heaviest cargo and provides effective, innovative and sustainable services using our unique know how.
RollDock owns five dock-type vessels, all of which have the
option of three loading modes - Ro-Ro, Flo-Flo and Lo-Lo, as
well as two ice-class Module Carriers. On the land side Roll‐
Lift owns and operates a large number of modern Heavy Lift
Cranes, Self-Propelled Modular Trailers (SPMT’s) and Conventional Trailers. The specific characteristics of Roll Group’s asset base ensures the ability to serve a wide range of markets
such as: Oil & Gas, Petrochemical, Renewable Energy, Power,
Civil Construction, Dredging and Naval.
commercial@rolldock.com
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